
TABLE II difference, wort color, protein, and malt diastatic power, or a-
Characteristics of Oil-Treated Malt amylase were recorded for oil-treated malts (Table II).
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NOTE

Wheat Sections-Their Preparation and Characterization

Y. POMERANZ, 1,2 F. S. LAI,2 and R. ROUSSER 2

ABSTRACT Cereal Chem. 63(6):513-515

A rotary cutter was developed to prepare 0.057-in. cross sections of of hardness, and variety identification on the basis of electrophoretic
wheat. The sections were suitable for examination under low patterns ofgliadins. The germ-end part obtained during the preparation of
magnification, scanning electron microscopy, crushing for determination the cross section was viable.

Studies from our laboratories (Lai et al 1985a,b; Lookhart et al the thickness and adherence of the hulls, and by the destructive

1985) describe the use of equipment for automated measurement of nature of the test. The latter makes it impossible to use the grain for

hardness of single kernels. Some limitations of such equipment are seeding. Sectioned kernels can be examined by low-magnification

that empirical hardness measurements may be significantly light and scanning electron microscopy (SEM) to determine the

affected by the size and shape of the kernel (Pomeranz et al 1985b), type and structure of grain endosperm. Preparation of cross-

sections should make it possible to determine hardness, use the
•Prsen adres" Dparmet o Fod Siene ad Hma NuritonWasingon crushed sections for biochemical characterization (for example, by

State University, Pullman, WA 99164-6330. plarlmd e lcrpoei PG]o ihpesr
2Research chemist, research chemical engineer, and instrument maker, respectively, liquid chromatography), and retain a viable germ section.
u.s. Department of Agriculture, Agricultural Research Service, U.S. Grain Crushing a cross-section of fixed thickness eliminates the effect of
Marketing Research Laboratory, 1515 College Avenue, Manhattan, KS 66502.

Mention of firm names or trade products does not constitute endorsement by the kernel size, and preparing a section free of the germ and brush ends

u.s. Department of Agriculture over others not mentioned. reduces the effects of pericarp layers on crushing. Crushing is done
to determine, primarily or exclusively, the hardness of the starchy

This manuscript was prepared for electronic processing. endosperm rather than the hardness of the "packaged" kernel.

This article is in the public domain and not copyrightable. It may be freely Alternatively, crushing the kernel can be replaced by indentation

reprinted with customary crediting of the source. American Association of measurements of the starchy endosperm; such measurements

Cereal Chemists, Inc., 1986. cannot be made on whole kernels.
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identification. Of the 11 that were not characterized according to
7.0 varietal identification, seven were marginal or atypical according

to the bulk hardness tests (Brule, Newton, Arthur, and Coker 916).
- Upper Limit Rate and percent germination and appearance of the germinated

6.0 -- Mean germ sections were not significantly different from those of the

--- Lower Limit intact whole wheat kernels (not shown here).
Crushed hard wheat breaks along the lines of cell walls and

produces particles in the form of whole cells or multiples of cells. In

5.0 soft wheats, the endosperm breaks down in a random fashion and
the cells are disrupted (Greer and Hinton 1950). Microscopic

>(SEM) examination of the sections showed much more extensive

E 4.0 ~breakdown of cell.contents in the central starchy endosperm of the
, 4.SRW Pike than of the HRW Gage (not shown here).

Electrophoregrams of Gage and Pike samples indicated no basic
0) difference (in number of bands or in their mobility) for the single
• 3.0 kernels, ground bulk samples, endosperm sections, and germ-end
0 1 V
tL. sections of the two wheats. The only differences were in intensity of

all bands in a preparation, resulting from application of various

2.0 amounts of gliadin extract to a slot (not shown here).
2.0 In summary, the wheat-section cutter developed in our

II laboratories makes it possible to characterize single kernels as to
% their visual and microscopic appearance, hardness, and

1. electrophoretic identity of gliadins, while retaining a viable germ
I section.
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